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This e-book is filled to the brim with the
strategies and mindset shifts that'll unlock your
ability to call in all the high-ticket clients you
desire. It's split into 3 parts. 

Part one covers all basic principles of client
attraction. 

Part two adds in the visibility focussed lead gen
tools that'll set you up for weeks and months to
come (ready to be fully booked, have a waitlist,
and confidently raise your rates?) #indemand.

I suggest you only start adding the advanced
(amplification) lead gen strategies in part 3,
once you've implemented a solid portion of the
first two parts, and are seeing consistent results. 

Yes, some of these strategies you're already
using. But can you improve on them? Amplify
what's already working? Keep an open mind
and look for ways to step into further marketing
mastery!

It's time to get your calendar booked with 

READY-TO-INVEST
POTENTIAL CLIENTS 



If you secretly think you're overcharging, or believe that selling your high-ticket
offer means you'll have to be at your clients' beck and call 24/7 and have no life,
you're not going to close the deal. Potential clients pick up on your doubts and
won't purchase, because something feels "off". But did you know that higher
ticket clients are busy, successful people who are usually far less demanding than
people who invest in lower-ticket offers? They simply want the result. Not sure
you're worth the money? Remind yourself of your worthiness by jotting down 25
things that make you the real deal, and hang it in your office to silence your inner
critic.

Want to open up a floodgate of high-quality referrals popping into your inbox?
Give referrals! Identify your potential referral partners in your network (people
with a similar audience, but a different offer), and start sending them great leads.
Release your attachment to them needing to immediately reciprocate. No need
for a referral fee. Make it your goal to become the Referral Queen of your
industry, and you'll create a cosmic vortex of goodwill coming your way.
Especially on mornings where you think to yourself, "3 more packages/projects at
$12,000 each this month and I'll be set!", and you're not sure how to line up the
leads for that, start sending other people the kind of business you'd love to
receive. In my experience? It takes only days or weeks for people to start
referring business back to you! 

(THE BASICS) 

1. Believe you're worth the money 

2. Give Referrals 

HIGH -TICKET LEAD GEN 1.0
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Don't leave referrals or inquiries going to waste in your inbox! Often, when my
team and I are looking for a social media manager or designer, we reach out
and don't hear back. At all. Or way too late. By that time we've found a fit, and
they've lost a perfectly fine opportunity to make money. Keep an eye on your
inbox (don't skip your email inbox' spam folder, as well as your "Other" folder on
Facebook, and "Requests" in your DM's on Insta), and don't procrastinate
reaching out within 24 hours. 

3. Upsell existing clients & renew packages 
Use this strategy with care, because conversion rates for this one tend to be
SUPER HIGH (don't overbook yourself!), and it's highly lucrative: toward the end
of your project/coaching package, start creating a vision for what this client can
do to expand in the following 6-12 months (ask smart questions!). Next, plant
seeds in the 3 final calls about how your work together can continue. Give them a
little extra surprise bonus that hits the spot, to make them feel even more cared
for. Then, during the second last call, introduce how you'd love to keep supporting
the client. And, if they're interested, book an extra 30-minutes onto the final call
(or book a separate 30-minute sales call), to discuss and commit. 

4. Respond within 24-hours 

In real life?... you wouldn't walk up to someone and ask them to buy from you
without even introducing yourself and engaging in a conversation. The fact that
your interactions with potential clients happen online, doesn't change that. If
you're ever wondering, "Is it OK for me to send that invite to my FB Page/to join
my group/to buy my program?", ask yourself: "If this was in person (instead of
virtual), would this be the right time?". Would it feel icky? Or would you decide
that, you know what?... you need a few more interactions to build trust before
making the invitation? Let that be your compass, and you can't go wrong. 

5. Pretend it's in person 
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I have my assistant track everyone who has almost bought from me, but didn't. Ok,
I'll be honest. Only the people I'd love to work with in the future make that list
(always be picky!). These people are potential low hanging fruit - cash influx
wise. And you want to check your low hanging fruit regularly if you want to
become wealthy. This you can do by wooing them (see #7 on this list), and then
reaching out with a customized offer you think they'll love. The more personalized
and special you can make it sound, the more likely they are to buy. Now, if you're
in the process of exponentially raising your rates, you want to make peace with
the fact that probably, you'll be building an entirely new clientele. And let old
leads go (perhaps send them on their way with a referral!). 

6. Reach out to former clients 
This only works if you actually continue being a part of your clients' lives after
they wrap up a project or package with you (otherwise you run the danger of
making her feel impersonal (the opposite of high-end): "Hey, we haven't talked
and I unfollowed you on social, but I want you to buy my special package for
$17,500. Only 2 spots left!"... yeah... NO). But if you continue to be a positive part
of their lives (comment, share, send them business, tag them, send them resources,
perhaps a letter by post), it's totally OK to reach out when you have a spot open
up, or want to invite them into your program. Tell them you think it's perfect for
them. Tell them WHY. And if they're interested in learning more, >> only then <<
send them a link to schedule a call with you (or better, connect them with your
assistant to book them in for a more luxurious, personalized experience!). 

7. Circle back to prospects who almost bought 
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Gratitude is a powerful thing. And because what you focus on tends to grow and
expand, make sure you say a big "THANK YOU" to the people who send you
referrals (more will follow!). You can send them a PM, DM or email, or... if you
want to really make them feel AMAZING, send them a physical gift, a handwritten
card, or offer to spend some time on their business (if you're a designer, you could
offer to create some custom, fresh Insta templates as a thank-you). 

8. Woo potential clients 
Swarmers: people who've been circling around you for a while (like little bees).
They comment. Share. Love. Engage. Perhaps sent you a PM/DM, telling you how
much they love your stuff. Well, if you want to turn them into clients, you
strategically reciprocate and woo them by: tagging them in posts, sharing
something they've created or posted, sending them a cool resource with a
personal note. Ask them for their opinion on something ("Hey Sarah, I've pulled
together some new lead magnet ideas. I really value your opinion. Mind having a
look and letting me know which one hits the spot?"). If they have other needs than
your service, refer someone great to them, or... refer THEM to someone, and help
them make money! The list is endless. Then, when you've "Power Nurtured" them,
you reach out and suggest that, "We should just hop on a call sometime!", and
that call might very well turn into a sales call. 

9. Thank referral sources 

I like to say, "If you want to make a million bucks, you gotta look and feel like a
million bucks!". Here's what you need to know: there's no one way to look "high-
ticket". Everyone has her own version of what that means. For me, it'll include
vintage sequin bomber jackets, fake pearls from the 60s and a bright lippy. If
you're more of a granola-type woman (me when I'm helping plant and tend to
our organic food forest on the weekends), it might mean wearing a silk layered
dress in earthy tones that go insanely well with your grey hair. Key? 

10. Look (and feel) the part 
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Add a beautifully designed, on brand signature to your email (both the ones you
send out individually, and at the bottom of your newsletter). And include the
following things: an invitation to book a call with you + scheduling link. A cool
resource you're featuring and invite them to sign up for it (with a link that goes to
sign-up page), and a "Featured in/on" section, where you list a couple of cool,
credibility-boosting media outlets (mine boast Forbes, Entrepreneur, Fast
Company, CBS and more!). I kid you not, I get so many highly qualified leads
booking calls with me since adding this! 

11. Offer a "circle back" call 
When you're selling high-ticket offers, people might need a moment to reflect
before hauling out their credit card. I expect it. And I'd say that about 60% of
sales my team and I close, happen during what I refer to as a "circle back call".
How it works: instead of saying, "Sure, think about it". 

You do this: you help your lead to figure out on the sales call what's really
underneath their objection or concern (if you've listened deeply enough in the
first half of the sales call, you'll know what those underlying fears are). Give them
coaching around how to overcome it (like giving them some coaching around
how to have that conversation with their spouse), and create accountability
around coming to a decision, by scheduling a circle back call (within a couple of
days ideally) to further discuss. Send them the Google Calendar invite on the call,
and ask them to accept the invite before they hop off. 

12. Put a signature in your email newsletter    
with CTA to book a call 

MAKE IT YOUR OWN. Besides clothes, hair and make-up, make sure you have
proper lighting, a fantastic mic, and a background that's on brand and thought
through. Do what you can with the budget that you have, improve as your cash
flow grows. 
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Make it as easy as possible for people to book a sales call with you (how you sign
up high-ticket clients). This doesn't just include your website, but also your social
media profiles. On insta? Make the first CTA in your "link tree" the invitation to
book a call. On your personal profile on FB, put a link in the description to your
website/book a call/sign-up for your lead magnet. And put a call to action
button on your banner picture - so when people click on it, they'll find a link to
wherever you want them to go, and whatever you want them to do, in the
description. Same for your FB page (CTA's everywhere!), and your FB group.
Same counts for any other social media platform! 

13. Ask for referrals (here's how) 
I only recommend you ask for referrals from star students and clients (you wish you
could clone!), and only if you have a stellar relationship. You have a couple of
options: simply ask them as part of your wrap up conversation (when you're at the
end of a package/program/project) or, whenever you feel like onboarding
another client or two. You can reach out to them, and offer a referral fee. Or,
what I love to do is offering them a different type of incentive, like a month of
Voxer support per lead that says yes to my offer, or a 30-minute coaching call
with me or a team member. Why? Because now I don't just get a new, high-
quality lead, I also get the opportunity to continue my relationship with said star
client, and upsell them over Voxer or on our next call, pressure free, easy peasy. 

NOTE: Did you know that in my Conversion Copywriting days, the best referrals
I'd receive would come from other copywriters? When you've clearly defined
your niche, you become a great referral, even to people within your own industry!
They'd get a lead for a website project, even though they're specialty is landing
pages. Boom, a new client lands on my desk! 

14. Add CTA's to your social media banners, profiles etc. 
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Pull up a list of clients you've worked with over the last 18 months. Who were your
absolute success stories? Reach out to them, and ask them for a video
testimonial. Give them clear instructions, or better yet... do an interview style
video testimonial where you guide them through the questions. Get a transcript
(www.rev.com) so you can repurpose the audio of the video testimonial into 3+
written testimonials with different angles you can use on your website (I suggest
not hiding them on a separate page, but putting them on the front page!), sales
pages, sign-up pages, inside of lead magnets (yes!), emails, and of course... social
media posts. If you let a week go by without serving your audience some hot
social proof, you're cutting yourself off from receiving new clients! You can even
tag a hot lead that's been circling around you for a while, or someone you've just
had a sales call with, and who is about to have their circle back call with you
within the next 48 hours. 

15. Do excellent work with existing clients 
It's so easy to get "I NEED MORE LEADS!" fever. But when you're in that place,
always ask yourself first: "Is there anything I can do to give my current clients a
higher level experience, and make our work together even more valuable?".
Happy clients are your primary referral force. 

16. Share your social proof everywhere 

Don't bring your big fat agenda ("I need this person to be a new client, referral
partner or podcast guest!"). But instead show up detached from the outcome,
give your full attention and make "connection" your focus. I do this with women I
simply find interesting. I don't know why, but I feel there's something there. Post
call, keep nurturing the relationship. That's how I received an invitation to write
an article for Forbes once. A high-level opportunity that I had no idea lay in store 

17. Get to know people (hop on "random"
connection calls) 
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You can have all the perfect leads... but if you feel insecure/awkward about
sales, you have a kink in your cash flow hose. I can honestly say that making my
sales skills a priority (learning the art of deep listening, how to apply emotional
intelligence, mirroring, negotiation, etc.), has been insanely profitable for my
business. And I'll also say this: I won't buy from anyone, unless they're able to
confidently sell me (and walk me through the process of committing). And if you
want that >> to confidently sell high-ticket << you want to join one of my
programs (high-ticket sales is an integral part of everything I teach). Book your
call here to discuss your options! 

when I hopped on my initial call with who I now regard as a dear friend. This is
perhaps one of the most profitable lead generation tools I use in my business -
highly recommend it! The key is to develop skill around recognizing leads in your
network. Do you know how?

NOTE: This is not a "pick my brain" session. If potential clients feel the space to
start asking you for free coaching, it's because you lack certain boundaries.
Nobody can pick your brain without your permission.

18. Become great at sales 

THIS. WORKS. Especially if they're branded post cards and gifts. Just like in-
person being better than virtual for instant connection. Sending physical gifts and
cards makes a much deeper impression than online anything. If you send a card,
personalize it. Emphasise what you have in common. Express your desire to be of
help. Hint about how you might be a part of their expansion (whatever you sell).
When it comes to gifts, do your research. What would they love to receive? If
you've been around me for a while, you know I love sustainable luxury. So,
perhaps instead of shipping me something, you want to send me a gift card from
an organic brand I can cash in locally. 

19. Send physical gifts + cards 
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https://hello.merelkriegsman.com/public/appointment-scheduler/603e99a83eb74d2c9d6188b0/schedule
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What I often hear from my clients who are filling their high-ticket programs: "Are
there really 20 women out there who are willing to join?!". Not only is the answer
YES, but also >> you already know them <<. Growing a high-quality audience
(your email list, free FB group, social media) is absolutely essential if you want to
keep growing your income. But, I know plenty of 7-figure entrepreneurs
(consultants, coaches, high-ticket service providers) who don't even have a
website. Maybe an outdated freebie flying around on the interwebs somewhere
and no social media following worth mentioning. But they're fantastic at nurturing
the people in their IMMEDIATE network. They honor what I call "The Quickest Way
to Cash". When I want to onboard a few more clients? I go to my list of friends on
FB (for example), and send women who I think could be a great fit a personal
message. Not with an offer, but to simply test the waters. See where they're at. I
don't push anything, but if I feel there's a need, I will take leadership and invite
them to hop on a call with me (taking leadership is a high-ticket quality, and as
someone who invests in high-ticket coaches, etc., I deeply appreciate it myself!).
Always start your lead gen activities with the people you already know. 

20. Realize that you already know all the clients you
need 
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Content that attracts high-paying clients has 3 components: consistency (multiple
times a week at least), personality (don't just offer "how to..." type content, think
of your content and yourself as a tabloid magazine: what edgy and entertaining
stuff would people love to read about you?), and credibility (share success
stories, video testimonials, written testimonials, screenshots, and big wins like
monetary milestones and when you get featured in a major publication). 

This is how I got my high-ticket clientele started! I'd post consistently in 2 FB
groups (one was part of a paid program, the other was a high quality free
group), offering feedback by simply putting words related to what I do in the
search box, and finding all the posts where people were asking questions. Be
generous. Pitch in. When people comment, reply. And if it feels good, friend the
people you're helping out, and continue your support in a PM. From there you can
nurture them to want to hop on a call with you, and that's your sales opportunity. I
got to $20,000+ months by doing this. That's right. Solid five-figure months,
without an email list. 

21. Post high-quality content consistently 

22. Become a go-to expert inside a FB group                 
(or other online community). 

(VISIBILITY) 
HIGH -TICKET LEAD GEN 2.0
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Whenever you open your mouth, have a client success story roll out (just don't be
annoying about it)! I keep repeating this, but that's because it's SO essential:
make sure your potential clients get consistent confirmation (in the shape of
success stories, case studies, testimonials, screenshots, and more) that their hunch
that you're the real deal is spot on... that you're a safe bet. Because social proof
does the selling for you, make gathering it an integral part of your process of
working with your clients and students. I'm currently creating an incredible
resource about HOW to do this. 

Feel free to reach out to my team and ask about it (team@merelkreigsman.com)! 

Consistently going live on social media is fantastic lead gen. >> EPIC << in fact.
Commit to 30 days, and show up with content that's about 3-5 minutes long. And
apply that mix I explained before (consistency, personality, and credibility).
Now, you need captivating headlines for your lives, and clear calls to action at
the end. Wanting to fill your high-ticket group program? Make that your CTA for
the next few weeks and keep sending eyeballs to your sales page/Google doc
explaining the offer. 

23. Talk about your clients' success stories 
EVERYWHERE 

24. 30 days of FB lives/Insta stories 



People refer business owners who send them referrals. People share content with
people who share their content. It's called reciprocation, and it's something
people just do! Whenever I see a post online, read a book I love, or see an article
I think will be of value to the women I mentor, I share it. But there's more. Don't
just hit share. Tag the creator (this will put YOU on THEIR timeline as well, and
expose you to new clients!). Send them a personal note about how much you
value the work they do. Make it personal. Make them feel seen and valued. This is
also a great way to connect with influencers. Share their stuff. And give them a
mention on Instagram. Send them a DM showing them the positive responses you
received from your audience. Influencers, no matter how big their audience, know
that word of mouth is the most valuable currency, even online. 

25. Create content people want to share 
Simple but essential tweak: when you write a post, ask yourself, "Would it make
sense for people to put this in front of their audience?". Sharable content has a
couple of signature traits. In my experience, short, quote-like posts with a bold
opinion/humor/controversy do really well. As well as inspiration focused, longer
posts describing scenarios that are super relatable. Ask people to share your
content. Might seem like a no-brainer, but a "if this hits the spot, feel free to
share!" CTA at the end will get you the shares you want! Also, if you want your
content to be shared, you can't simply share tips, and things that lie safely within
your realm of expertise. The stuff I write from a place of "If I had 10x the courage,
what would I share today?", and makes me feel seriously nervous about hitting
send/post are the pieces of content that get the most engagement, including
shares. 

26. Share people's content + tag them 
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Similar to #27. Only collaborate with business owners who share your audience,
but not your kind of offer. Make sure you only do this with women you actually
would hang with in real life. Agree on what you're allowed to pitch at the end
(could be your free FB group!). And make sure YOU give the audience a clear
CTA (call to action). You can use Be Live to set it up. Or use the webinar function
on Zoom (slightly more expensive; so worth it!). NOTE: Make sure you feel and
look great when you go live (check: hair & make-up, lighting, mic, background,
GO!). Make sure the person you do a shared FB live with, announces the live to
their audience (email list, etc.). 

27. Guest teach in other peoples' communities 
Everytime I do this, I land about $40,000 in new business (minimum, and for
starters). In other words: LUCRATIVE! However there are some rules to this game:
Only guest-teach inside of programs of colleagues who share your audience, but
not your type of offer (or have a vastly different angle). And whose energy you
love, and ethics you share. Before committing, agree on whether you're allowed
to pitch at the end, and what. Your program? A lead magnet? One-on-one
services? And you need to get clear on the logistics. Do you have a Google
doc/sales page to send them to at the end of the class? Do you just want to pop
in your scheduling link? Should people who are interested DM/PM you? Make
sure you can clearly communicate this, and there's no confusion. When people do
reach out, reply right away and get them booked to have a call with you while
they're hot. Also, feel free to friend and follow up with participants you thought
could be your next high-ticket client. 

28. Do a shared FB live with a collaboration partner 
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Only say yes to podcasts that are a match. As in, the content gets sent out to
people who are a potential fit for your services (the more established you are in
your business, the more picky you'll want to be). You can hire someone to pitch for
you (my recommendation!), or you can go the organic route by pitching yourself,
asking about podcast connections in high quality FB groups, and asking for an
intro to a podcast host when you see a colleague just got featured on one you'd
love to be on. Want to make sure to make the very most of your podcast feature?
Make sure you show up with clear messaging (Who are you? What do you believe
in? How do you support your clients?). Infuse the value you give with lots of
success stories (credibility!) and offer up a lead magnet. You can even customize
one specifically for their audience if you feel like it. Make sure the host puts it in
front of their audience and adds it to the show notes. 

29. Borrow someone's email list 
Reach out to business owners who serve a similar audience with a different type
of offer, and send them a note saying, "Hey [FNAME], how about I write a high-
value email on [insert your expertise] to your list. No pitch, but a strategy that will
help them do [insert skill] better, and faster. Let me know if you're interested and
we'll hash out the details." You can also offer an exchange where you "borrow"
each other's email list for a day, or a week. Make sure the exchange is fair (you
can decide to both pitch something that feels aligned. If yes, agree on affiliate
fees, etc.). But keep an eye on not tiring out your list by sending them too many
offers (launch fatigue). 

30. Be a guest on podcasts 
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Why do we get sucked into spending an embarrassing amount of time on
websites like "Buzzfeed" and "Bored Panda" ? Because it's entertaining! In order
to become your future clients' daily fix (your ultimate goal!), you need to add
entertainment to your content. I don't care what you choose to share about: a
move to Spain; your obsession with Game of Thrones; declutter projects; favorite
organic make-up brands. Think of fun things YOU'D love to read about the
people you follow (to have a laugh, cry, learn something deep) while you're in the
washroom and you have 5 minutes of privacy with your iPhone. What you're doing
here is creating easy ways for people to connect with you before segueing into
business. 

31. Be a guest on Virtual Summits 
Summits usually bring me $100,000+ in new clients (again, for starters!), and add
tons of credibility as well as exposure to new audiences (high-quality list
growth!). I find that the more podcasts I do, and the more I guest teach in other
women's communities, the more often I get invited to be on summits. Same rules as
with podcasts (they all feed into each other). Make sure the value you offer gets
put in front of an audience of potential clients. I once participated in a summit
that got me 6 sales calls right away, but all with people who were spiritually
bypassing by pretending money wasn't important (it showed in their
questionnaires!). I sent these individuals a cool resource, and never actually did
the sales calls. 

NOTE: Often, what happens is that the host of the virtual summit hires me to be
their mentor, not even the audience (or not right away, anyway). Stay open to
that possibility as well! 

32. Claim your inner Kardashian 
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In-person events are highly lucrative, if you know how to make the most of it.
Instead of needing a longer period to nurture potential clients, in person
connections can fast-track it. That makes this option very appealing because you
can literally visit an event, book a bunch of sales calls (or skip that part all
together) and have 6-figures in business booked the week after. That does beat
the cheezy, plastic contents of your goodie-bag, doesn't it? Here's my game plan
for landing high-ticket clients at events (including my "tits up" rule). READ IT HERE.

33. Get featured in the media 
Business owners don't think of media & publicity as an instant money maker. But it
is. Yes, there's the long term benefit of being perceived as, "OMG, all of a sudden
you're everywhere!" (what really takes let's say a year to two years of consistently
writing articles, getting featured, landing your first TV appearances, etc.). But let
me tell you, when I share with my audience that "CBS just called me for an
interview!", that makes a HUGE impression on those potential clients who needed
one more reason to book that sales call. How to get started with media? Your
free option, create a profile on HARO (help a reporter out), and pitch away.
Ideally, work with a PR/media expert who helps you not just land opportunities,
but also supports you in developing your breakthrough story, and to handle the
steep increase of visibility and attention.

34. Go to Live Events 

https://merelkriegsmanmedia.activehosted.com/index.php?action=social&c=211&m=262


Some people love to do FB lives and Insta stories (live, on camera stuff). Others
prefer to write. If that's you, a blog can be a fantastic high-quality lead
generation tool. Make sure you don't just share information. Share about your
personal life and experiences as well. And weave in tons of success stories in the
content of how you help your clients. Next? Calls to action (like a banner at the
top, reminding them to opt-in, a pop-up, or a break between paragraphs where
you invite them to book a VIP day with you). Put them in the middle of your blog
post. At the end. Use an offer or two, or invite them to another blog post they
might love. I love "list" type blog posts. Like, "10 Live Events you Can't Miss in
2020" (everyone who considers adding a few live events to their calendar that 

HIGH-TICKE

(ADVANCED)

35. Make an offer to your email list 
Instead of mapping a complex launch, sometimes all you need are a couple of
good emails, and a Google doc that explains your offer with a link to your acuity
scheduling, to book a sales call. Your offer needs to be clear (What's the core
promise? What are the benefits? Who should buy?). I love selling VIP days this
way. And can generate high five figures with a couple of emails.

NOTE: This is also a great way to test offers without investing a ton of upfront
money! 

36. Start Your Own Blog (that's really a CTA
minefield) 
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(ADVANCED) 
HIGH -TICKET LEAD GEN 3.0



37. Speaking 
Get in front of hundreds of highly qualified leads and wow them with your story,
and position yourself as the solution to their problem, and add in client success
stories (so they'll be clamouring to work with you!). Make sure that, #1. you have a
lead magnet people can sign up for (that you can share as part of your
presentation), and that #2. you're available afterwards to talk to potential
clients who want to ask you questions. Speaker Coach Helena Bowen, adds this
invaluable tip: "Most events have dinners, afterparties, VIP parties, etc. Go to all
of that, and wear the same clothes you wore on stage (so that you're easy to
recognize). This is where you pick up clients!". When talking to prospects, make
eye contact, listen deeply, and mirror what they tell you (makes them feel seen
and heard). Next, give them ultra clear instructions. Either have your assistant
with you to instantly book them in for a sales call (get their email address, send
them a Google invite, have them accept on the spot), or collect their email
addresses/phone numbers yourself, and have your assistant reach out ASAP
afterwards to book them in for a call with you or your team. 

NOTE: If you give them an email address or business card, it's up to them to take
charge (and reach out). When you take care of them right from the get-go, by
scheduling them in, and making the process of connecting with you as easy as
can be, you're positioning yourself as someone who creates high-ticket
experiences. 

And P.S. Bonus tip from Helena: "Get a video from the event if possible. If they
aren't videotaping the speakers, ask if YOU can have someone tape your talk for
you. Having a good video of yourself on stage is GOLD!" 

year, will read it). Or "20+ things to outsource to your virtual assistant". If you
start your own blog, make sure you send your list there, as well as to your other
online communities. Spend as much time marketing it, as the time you spent
creating it! 
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38. Cold outreach (ask for phone numbers) 
Not so common in our online business bubble. But it can be highly effective! In
your questionnaires, opt-in forms and the questions you ask when people want to
join your group, you can include a "please add your telephone number" line. Plus
a "we'll give you a call in the next few days to see how we can further support
you!" (I'm a fan of clear expectation setting). Give them a ring (or have your
team do this), be of service, connect on a personal level and see if there's
anything you can offer that's valuable right now (a resource you can send, an
insight you can offer). Next, ask if it's OK for you to follow up the next week or
week after. If that's a yes, that will be a conversation that's sales focused if it
feels like a solid fit. 

39. Do a launch 
I do this a couple of times a year. I invite them to a 3-part training series or
challenge (for which you need a simple sign-up page). I promote it on social
media for about 10 days, mentioning it EVERYWHERE (and all the time) in posts,
emails and lives. Then I host the series either on my FB page, or through Zoom
webinar and stream it to my free group. I send reminder emails, and daily recaps.
And on day 3 or day 5 (in case it's a challenge, a 5 day event with shorter videos
and tons of focus on interaction and engagement), I pitch my offer. I send my
audience to the sales page (or a simple Google doc with links to book a call
works too!). Run some retargeting ads and send emails to generate up to 50
sales calls. If you want to master this process, and be like my client T.W. who just
messaged me that she's broken the $500,000 mark using my launch methods,
book a call here. 

NOTE: I only recommend you do this after you've learned how to fill your
calendar with one-on-one clients through individual connections. Launching is a
tool of amplification. And unless you've got the experience of successfully selling
in person, selling to many (launching) isn't going to be your magic pill. 
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40. Hire a mentor who opens doors for you 
Work with me, and I'll open doors for you. Because I'm the Referral Queen. And
I'm always keeping a keen eye out for opportunities and putting your name
forward. I Voxer my clients with pitch opportunities. Connect them with potential
clients who need what they have to offer. And lend them my platform whenever it
makes sense. When hiring a mentor or coach, ask them if this is part of what they
offer. Every business breakthrough is created through a human connection (think
about it), and if the person you choose to work with is willing to share their
rolodex of connections, that's HUGE. 

41. Join a (Pay to Play) mastermind 
Inside my program and mastermind, there's a culture of referring business to each
other (and spotting opportunities for the other participants), as well as
collaborating. By placing yourself in a room with 10-30 women who mean
business (just like you!), you're gaining access to their networks. Because you're on
this journey of business expansion together, you've got instant goodwill. Many
women tend to be skittish about asking for help, and I have more than once,
invited a participant to ask for referrals on a group coaching call. Resulting in
$25,000 or more in business within a week. If you run a program/mastermind
make having a diverse and inclusive room an absolute priority. I've also added in
full scholarship opportunities for descendants of people who experienced
enslavement and genocide and who do not have the financial means to join, but
otherwise fit your client profile. Let's build reparations into your business models! 
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42. Invest high-ticket yourself 
What does it feel like to stand on the edge of that cliff, right before you're ready
to invest 5-figures (or even 6-figures) in your business and personal expansion?
What objections come up for you? How do you try to talk yourself out of it? What
makes you feel unsafe to make the investment? What makes you take the leap?
Knowing the answers to these questions will improve your sales skills beyond
anything you can learn inside of a program or course. In other words, it's wacky
to charge high-end, without having had the experience of investing high-end
yourself. It's like asking people to jump off the cliff and into the water when
you've never actually done it yourself. And potential clients feel that (bullshit
meter!). If you were to invest in something high-end right now, what would it be? 

43. Outsource 
If you royally suck at creating content that makes people instantly grasp the
magnitude of your work and why they need to hire you right now? Get help. If you
suck at grasping tech, get a VA to send your emails + post on Instagram! If you
struggle with moving people from moderately interested to buying your high-
ticket offers without blinking, find a mentor who can help you do just that. 

44. Host a live gathering/event
A live gathering/event puts you in the position to sell to many at the same time.
And that's leverage (and can lead to multiple six figures in revenue within hours).
My advice? Start intimate. Instead of starting with a live event (huge investment,
tons of logistics), start with hosting a live gathering or two this year. Especially
when you're selling high-ticket and every client brings in 5-figures, you don't need
a room of 200 women right away. 30 will do! Design the experience from
beginning to end (don't just copy someone's model! I went to an event where
they'd included a 90-minute >> LIFE-CHANGING << breathwork session). And
make sure you show up with a solid pitch, and have the team + logistics in place 
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45. Start your own FB group 
A few years ago, I switched from using other people's online communities to
connect with potential clients to creating my own. And it was the difference
between making $500,000 (half a mil) and having my first 7-figure year. Starting
your own FB group gives you a fantastic container to nurture your leads and
promote your offers without needing to adhere to other peoples' rules
(FREEDOM!!). And... the profitability of your FB group depends on you creating an
awesome community. I love posting daily. Doing FB lives. Sharing cool resources.
Having weekly threads. And I use pinned posts with a clear CTA. Create lots of
interaction by responding to comments. I mention my emails. Posts on my personal
timeline (post the link to the group in the comments!), on Instagram and my FB
page. And that's how I strategically grow my group with high-quality leads. 

to support you in signing people up. I highly suggest you hire experts to support
you with all these pieces! 

In an attempt to lower my carbon footprint I've decided to minimize travel and
learn the art of creating deeply meaningful virtual experiences. We have a
choice! 
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"From 6 to 7 figures in a way that’s actually EASY"
“Being able to create and sell my own high ticket offer is

AMAZING. Thank god I was in this program [in 2020]…
Pivots left and right! As I’m finishing the first round of the

program, I have a tested offer that is SELLING. I’m
growing from 6 to 7 figures in a way that’s actually EASY,

not full of a massive team/stress/all those ‘bro hustle’
things. I’ll get to do it on terms that work for ME.”

 
Sascha Schlossberg - Marketing & Sales Expert 

 
 

Merel Kriegsman Media is a global Business Development Company
dedicated to helping you become the wealthiest woman in your
lineage. How? By showing you how to sell whatever you want.
Whenever you want. And at whatever price point you desire. 

Through offering white-glove business mentorship (or black leather,
whatever you prefer) 1000+ down-to-earth luminaries (with a
hunger for social & environmental justice) have experienced the
financial breakthrough of a lifetime. And last year alone, they added
a combined $25,000,000 in yearly revenue. 

Merel has been featured in Forbes, Fast Company, ABC News,
Entrepreneur, etc. Spot her in the wild, reading erotic novels. Or
playing with her kids on her organic farm, wearing a 1920s lace
dress and rubber boots. 

BOOK YOUR CALL

BECOME AN ICONIC, HIGHLY PAID

INDUSTRY PHENOMENON

"I'm close to making 6-figures this month - I'm shocked!
Within days of stepping into Merel's orbit and joining

her program I was contacted  by a woman who
watches my content and sold her a 5-figure package!

It's been 7 weeks  since I started Merel's timeless
marketing and money methods, and I'm  close to

making $100,000 this month."
 

B. Cotterman - PR & Media Expert 


